rivercrest
33-15 Ditmars Blvd
Astoria, NY 11105
347-808-7887

dining room
The private dining room is
located to the right of the
main bar and restaurant
entrance. There is natural
light coming into the space
and during nice weather the
windows can be opened for a
natural breeze. The separate
entrance ensures that the
room is fully private or you
can reserve the bar area as
well for more space.

Five TV ’s are mounted
throughout the room and you
can play different content on
the screens. We can combine
the tables for a seated dinner
or move furniture around for a
cocktail reception with stations.
CAPACITY:
Cocktail Reception: 50ppl
Seated Reception: 40ppl

main bar

Our main bar is located directly in f ront of the restaurant
entrance. The area is ideal for standing cocktail receptions
with hors d’oeuvres or stations and is reserved in tandem
with the dining room. There are 4 TV ’s in the area and the full
bar has a 360 service area. We can close off the bar f rom our
cocktail area to ensure a private experience for all guests.

CAPACITY:
Cocktail Reception: 75ppl

cocktail bar

This amazing private room is perfect for any event type. There
is a separate entrance, windows that open to the street during
the spring & summer, a full service bar and high top tables that
can be arranged to your preference. We also have the option
to remove the high tables and place lower seated tables for
a reception with formal seating. A screen and projector are
available in the room for viewing purposes and can be removed
if not needed. The area is cozy and intimate making the space
ideal for all events.

CAPACITY:
Cocktail Reception: 50ppl
Seated Reception: 35ppl

FULL VENUE BUYOUT

Rivercrest would be delighted to host you and your guests for
a private party of the entire venue. There is easy access and
flow between the three rooms giving everyone the opportunity
to visit one of our two full bars with seating or dancing in
our dining room. You can bring in a DJ/Band for live music or
connect to our speakers throughout the venue to enjoy music
f rom a playlist. From Weddings to Holiday Parties, the venue is
fully adaptable to accommodate your event style.

CAPACITY:
Cocktail Reception: 180ppl

